Consumer attitudes to water
efficient bathroom fittings
and the Water Label

ABOUT WRAP
WRAP’s vision is a world without waste, where resources are
used sustainably.
We help businesses, individuals and communities reap the
benefits of reducing waste, developing sustainable products
and using resources in an efficient way.
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Background to the initiative
 The Government’s Water White Paper ‘Water for Life,’
published in late 2011, encouraged voluntary water efficiency
labelling to enable customers to choose more efficient
products. As a result of this challenge, retailers, builders’
merchants and the Bathroom Manufacturers Association
established an industry working group, facilitated by WRAP, to
consider what action they could take to enable this.
 The group reached agreement on a collective approach which
was announced on Monday 1st July
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1) Introduction

1.1 Background & objectives




WRAP was tasked by Defra (following the Water for Life White Paper) to work
with DIY retailers and merchants to increase customer take-up of water
efficient products.
A literature review, undertaken by WRAP, identified three key knowledge gaps:
1.
2.
3.

the decision making journey that customers follow and what influences
their choice of bathroom fittings;
how common it is for customers to consider water efficiency when
purchasing bathroom products; and
what information that would encourage customers to take water
efficiency into account.
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1.2 Methodology
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Phase 1a: Rapid
evidence review

Phase 1b: Scoping
(omnibus) survey

Phase 2: Qualitative
research
Focus groups
with
consumers x 6

Accompanied
visits x 8

Phase 3: Online
survey (1,400)

Phase 4: Qualitative
research

(2 additional focus groups)

Depth
interviews with
plumbers x 10

1.3 Research participants / target market






Consumers involved in the research had to meet 3 criteria:
1. Home owners
2. Purchased a bathroom fitting (basin tap, shower, toilet
and/or bath) in the past year OR planning to purchase
one in the next 5 years
3. Sole/joint responsibility in the home re choosing which
bathroom fittings to buy

Quotas were set on age, gender, work status
Mix of those with and without a water meter.
Plumbers: ranging from self-employed individuals through
to small firms (i.e. 2-4 employees) and larger firms (i.e. 5+
employees)

•
•

•

•
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38% of the GB
18+ population
Slightly more likely
to be male (54%
vs. 46% female)
Low
representation of
18-24
More likely to be
in work

2) The Consumer Journey
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2.1 Replacement cycle
Question (Cohort A): How old were the fitting(s) you replaced? If there were several fittings of different ages, please
give the answer that best reflects the age of the majority of the fittings being replaced
Question (Cohort B): How old are the fitting(s) that you will be replacing? “

Less than a year

1-3 years

3%

9%

4-5 years

6-7 years

8-10 years

More than 10 years

19%

16%

MEAN AVERAGE = 8.9 YEARS
19%

34%

Base: Consumers in the target market - All (1,121)
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2.2 Research – in store and online
Question: How much research, if any, did you do
online during the purchase process?

Question: In the course of the purchase process, how
many different DIY/bathroom stores did you go into
(e.g. to compare fittings and prices)?

Amount of online research

Number of stores visited

None at all
12%

None

A lot
18%

1

27%

10%

4+

14%

22%

A little
43%
A fair amount

53%

2-3

Base: Cohort A (i.e. purchased one or more items in the past year) - All (746)
For me it’s looking online to start with, then
into the store, then some variation of talking to
someone – either staff or friends and family.
F, Richmond

I went straight on the internet looking for fairly cheap
showers. Once I’d satisfied myself with how much I was
willing to pay I went to B&Q and Argos online, checked some
of the reviews, ordered it online and then picked it up.
M, Bristol
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2.3 Method of purchase
Question: Did you purchase the fitting(s) online or in store?
Not sure – someone else
purchases for me/us
7%
Online

In store
19%

12%

Mixture of in store
and online
Base: Cohort A - All (746)

61%

If purchased in store or a
mixture of in store and online
(base: 545), which store?
• DIY superstore (e.g. B&Q,
Homebase, Wickes): 67%
• Specialist bathroom shop – chain
(e.g. Bathstore, Ripples): 11%
• Specialist bathroom shop –
independent: 11%
• Plumbers/builders merchant (e.g.
Plumbcentre, Jewsons): 9%
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2.4 Key influencing factors I
Question: To what extent, if at all, did the following influence your decision about which fitting(s) to buy?

My own ideas and preferences

41%

Information online

17%

Ideas / preferenes of someone else at home

10%

Our plumber

11%

Talking to staff in store
Talking to family and friends to get ideas
A store magazine
A home/bathroom design magazine
In-home consultation with a designer

33%

14%

Information and labels on products / in store

Help from 'expert' family and friends

39%

34%

34%
9%

8%

12%

6%
4%

A great deal
A fair amount

13%
12%

3% 10%
1%

5%

2% 2%

Base: Cohort A (i.e. purchased one or more items in the past year) - All (746)
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2.5 Key influencing factors II

Question: Please rank the following in terms of the level of influence they had on you during the course of purchasing
your bathroom fitting(s)?
My own ideas and preferences (746)

60%

Our plumber / professional installer (200)

51%

Help from 'expert' family and friends (189)

47%

In-home consultation with a designer (40)

46%

Talking to family and friends to get ideas (151)

43%

Talking to staff in store (249)

39%

Information online (725)

31%

Ideas/preferences of someone else at home
(746)

28%

A home/bathroom design magazine (87)

26%

Information / labels on the products / in store
(727)

24%

A store magazine / brochure (237)

18%

Base: Cohort A – those who engaged with each touch point (base sizes in brackets)
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2.6 Segmenting the target market
Find (quickly) & replace

Time for an update

i.e. single fitting purchase, low
engagement with touch points

26%

Large scale re-model

i.e. 2-3 fittings, varying level of
engagement with touch points

(Wales 26%)

28%

i.e. 4+ fittings, medium-high level of
engagement with touch points

(Wales 30%)

29%

(Wales
27%)

 Slightly more likely to be male (59%)

• 55% male

• Slightly less likely to be male (50%)

 Less likely to talk to staff in store (14%)

• 40% speak to staff in store

• 44% speak to staff in store

 Less likely to engage a plumber (22%)

• 38% engage a plumber

• 56% engage a plumber

 Typically replacing a fitting 3-7 years old

• Typically replacing fittings 5-10 years
old

• Typically replacing fittings 8+ years
old

• 61% purchase only in store; 32%
purchase online for at least some
fittings

• 46% only in store vs. 47% online for
at least some fittings.

 67% purchase only in-store (67%);
24% use online for at least some fittings
 More likely to buy in a DIY superstore
(76%); only 9% in a specialist store
 Lower propensity to research online and
typically visit one or two stores

• 70% purchase in a DIY superstore;
24% in a specialist local store

• 51% purchase in a DIY superstore;
35% in a specialist bathroom store

• Higher propensity to research online
and visit multiple stores

• Significantly higher propensity to
research online and visit multiple
stores

• More likely to buy as part of a set
and from a single store

• More likely to mix and match and/or
purchase from several stores

3) Attitudes to water
efficiency & propensity to
purchase
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3.1 Attitudes to water efficiency
Question: To what extent do you agree or disagree that…?

…the need to save water will become more important in the UK in the next 5-10
years
I don’t have a view
14%
Tend to + Strongly
disagree

5%
Strongly agree
43%

37%
Tend to agree

GB: 81% agree
Wales: 79% agree

Base: Consumers in the target market - All (1,121)

3.2 Purchase propensity for water efficient fittings I
Question: To what extent do you agree or disagree that…?

…if price, design and specification were equal, I would prefer to purchase a
bathroom product that is water efficient
I don’t have a
view
Tend to + Strongly
disagree

13%
3%
Strongly agree
49%

36%
Tend to agree

GB: 85% agree
Wales: 85% agree

Base: Consumers in the target market - All (1,121)
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3.3 Purchase propensity for water efficient fittings II
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Question: If a basin tap was promoted as ‘water efficient’ would this make you...?
Question: If a shower was promoted as ‘water efficient’ would this make you...?
Basin taps

Shower
Much more likely
to purchase

Make no
difference

19%

17%

27%

Less likely
to purchase

Make no
difference

Much more likely
to purchase

Less likely
to purchase

27%
4%

3%

50%

53%

A little more
likely to purchase

Much more likely:
Find & Replace - 13%
Time for an update – 21%
Full scale re-model – 17%

A little more likely
to purchase

Much more likely:
Find & Replace - 21%
Time for an update – 31%
Full scale re-model – 27%
Base: Consumers in the target market - All (1,121)

4) Opportunities

4.1 Performance- positive perceptions
Question: Thinking now about a [basin tap/shower] that is water efficient, how do you think it will compare to a
standard [basin tap/ shower]. Do you think it will…?
Don’t know
/ no opinion
9%

Perform
better

Perform
worse

29%

20%

“The eco is quite attractive to me – I
quite like saving, or at least not
wasting, water. But I’d be concerned
about the effectiveness of it.”
Male, Cambridge

“A shower is a markedly different
experience depending on the water
flow – so I’d be inclined to look at a
wasteful one on the basis that I
might actually enjoy the shower.”
Male, Reading

42%
Perform about the same
Base: Customers in the target market – All (1,121)

“Taps make more sense (for water
efficiency) because you don’t need
that much water anyway – it’s just to
wash your hands or your face.”
Female, Bristol
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4.2 Initial cost- negative perceptions
Question: Thinking now about a [basin tap/shower] that is water efficient, how do you think it will compare to a
standard [basin tap/shower]. Do you think it will…?
Don’t know / no
opinion
14%

Cost less to buy
9%

Cost about the
same to buy
22%

64%
Cost more to buy

Base: Customers in the target market – All (1,121)
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4.3 Cost savings- positive perceptions
Question: Thinking now about a [basin tap/shower]
that is water efficient, how do you think it will compare
to a standard [basin tap/shower]. Do you think it will…

Question: To what extent would you agree or disagree
that: I would be interested to find out more about how
bathroom products could save me money on my water bill?

Don’t know
Cost more
to run

Cost about
the same
to run

5%

I don’t have
a view

7%

19%
Strongly +
Tend to
Disagree

19%

Strongly
agree
34%

4%

68%
Cost less
to run

42%
Tend to agree

Perception that water efficient
products cost less to run

+

Desire to save money on
water bill
Base: Consumers in the target market - All (1,121)
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4.4 Staff- positive perceptions
Question: To what extent would you agree or disagree that…?

…you would find it helpful if staff in store gave you advice about which
bathroom products use water more efficiently
I don’t have a view
Strongly agree
23%

Tend to + Strongly
disagree

23%

6%

46%
Tend to agree
Base: Customers in the target market – All (1,121)
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4.5 Current engagement with staff
Question: Which of the following did you talk to staff in store about?

Advice on the quality of the product

60%

Advice on special offers/good deals

57%

Advice on the specification/performance of
the product

52%

Advice on what could fit in the room

39%

Advice on how long the product will last /
the warranty

31%

A quote for installation

29%

Developing design options
Advice on structural changes to the
bathroom

Key
engagement
opportunities

17%
11%

Base: Cohort A – those who talked to staff in-store (249)
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4.6 Current attitudes towards POS labelling
Question: To what extent would you agree or disagree that…?
…I would find it helpful to have more
detailed information on in-store labels for
bathroom fittings
I don’t have
a view
Strongly +
tend to
Disagree

…It would be useful to have information
about how water efficient each product is so
that I could compare them easily
I don’t have
a view

Strongly agree

15%
Strongly +
tend to
3%
disagree

16%
30%

3%

Strongly
agree
35%

47%
Tend to agree

52%
Tend to agree

Desire for more detailed in store
labelling

+

Desire for more information on WE of
products in store
Base: Consumers in the target market - All (1,121)

4.7 Style and design- neutral-positive perceptions
Question: Thinking now about a [basin tap/shower] that is water efficient, how do you think it will compare to a
standard [basin tap/shower]. Do you think it will…?
Don’t know / no
opinion

Look more
stylish

11%

Look less stylish

18%

6%

64%

Look much the same

Base: Consumers in the target market - all (1,121)
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4.8 Point of delivery
Question: How would you most like to find out information about the water efficiency of a tap, shower, bath or toilet?
Please select up to two
In-store - a label on the product itself

30%

On the store's website

29%

On other websites

25%

In store - a label on the shelf by the product

22%

In-store - advice from a member of staff

17%

In-store - general information in the aisles/front of
store

16%

From your plumber/a local installer
Somewhere else
None of these - not interested in finding out about
the water efficiency of bathroom fittings

10%
2%
9%

Base: Homeowners with responsibility for decisions on bathroom fittings (1,183).
NB. This was a separate survey and the sample is therefore slightly different. It is still based on home
owners and those responsible for decisions, but there is no specific focus on those who have purchased a
fitting in the past year/next 5 years).
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4.9 Key influencing factors II

Question: Please rank the following in terms of the level of influence they had on you during the course of purchasing
your bathroom fitting(s)?
My own ideas and preferences (746)

60%

Our plumber / professional installer (200)

51%

Help from 'expert' family and friends (189)

47%

In-home consultation with a designer (40)

46%

Talking to family and friends to get ideas (151)

43%

Talking to staff in store (249)

39%

Information online (725)

31%

Ideas/preferences of someone else at home
(746)

28%

A home/bathroom design magazine (87)

26%

Information / labels on the products / in store
(727)

24%

A store magazine / brochure (237)

18%

Base: Cohort A – those who engaged with each touch point (base sizes in brackets)

5) Conclusions

Conclusions












Water efficiency has the potential to impact purchase choices
Its influence will be strengthened by alignment with ‘first order’ motivations
(design, style, performance)
Online research is prevalent and highly influential on purchase decisions
In store as a place to research is also key - multiple store visits before
purchase means lots of OTC
In store is the prime purchase location- 6 in 10 solely purchase here, 1 in 10
mix in store and online
Key influencers: customers’ own ideas, in store labelling- on product and on
shelf, online
Customer segmentation: reason for purchase affects journey length, the
number of touchpoints interacted with and how many are interacted with
Acknowledgement that the need to save water will grow in importance
High propensity to purchase basin taps and showers promoted as water
efficient
Perceived lower running costs and a desire to save money represent an
opportunity to engage customers with this message
Desire for staff to provide information on water efficiency
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Thank you for your time
For further information contact
Greg.Lucas@wrap.org.uk

